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The journey from early intermediate to intermediate piano playing is an
exciting one, filled with new challenges and opportunities. This collection of
piano pieces is designed to help pianists make this transition smoothly,
providing a diverse range of styles and eras to explore.

The pieces in this collection are all carefully selected and graded to provide
a gradual progression in difficulty. They start with early intermediate pieces
that are accessible to pianists with a few years of experience, and gradually
progress to more challenging intermediate pieces that will help pianists
develop their technique and musicianship.

The collection includes a wide range of styles, from classical to romantic to
jazz and ragtime. This provides pianists with the opportunity to explore
different musical genres and develop their own unique style.

The Pieces
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The pieces in this collection are all original compositions, written by a team
of experienced piano teachers and composers. Each piece is carefully
crafted to be both musically engaging and technically challenging.

The collection includes a variety of pieces, including:

* Sonatas and other classical forms * Romantic character pieces * Jazz and
ragtime pieces * Blues and other popular styles

Each piece is accompanied by detailed performance notes, which provide
guidance on fingering, articulation, and interpretation. These notes are
designed to help pianists get the most out of each piece and to develop
their own musical understanding.

Benefits of This Collection

This collection of piano pieces offers a number of benefits for pianists,
including:

* A gradual progression in difficulty, which helps pianists develop their
technique and musicianship at a steady pace. * A wide range of styles,
which allows pianists to explore different musical genres and develop their
own unique style. * Detailed performance notes, which provide guidance on
fingering, articulation, and interpretation. * A great way to prepare for
exams or performances.

This collection of piano pieces is an essential resource for pianists who are
looking to make the transition from early intermediate to intermediate level.
It provides a diverse range of styles and eras to explore, and it is sure to
help pianists develop their technique and musicianship.



Free Download your copy today and start your journey through time and
style!
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Unravel the Enigmatic Murder of Mary Russell:
A Captivating Tale of Suspense and Intrigue
Prologue: A Grisly Discovery In the quaint and seemingly idyllic town of
Cranford, a gruesome discovery sends shockwaves through the
community. The lifeless body of Mary...

Little Quilts: Gifts from Jelly Roll Scraps
Embrace the Art of Transforming Jelly Roll Scraps into Exquisite Quilts
Unveiling 'Little Quilts: Gifts from Jelly Roll Scraps', an...
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